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JUST - LEITERN AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
A-3424 Zeiselmauer,   Bundesstraße B14,   Tel +43/2242/70408-0,   Fax +43/2242/72507 

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 

PRICE:  

Applicable are those prices on our current price list at the time of the order. Our prices are exclusive of VAT and 

do not include packaging, shipping, insurance and transportation. Any applicable VAT is borne by the buyer. 

 

DELIVERY TIME:  

All articles from the stock program are usually promptly delivered; custom or special solutions in accordance 

with customer wishes are delivered by arrangement. 

Delivery, transfer of risk:  

Articles from our stock program will be delivered from our factory in Zeiselmauer or from our offices. Custom or 

special solutions in accordance with customer wishes are available only from our factory in Zeiselmauer. If the 

buyer does not want to pick up their goods themselves, then we will arrange the delivery. Service and price risk 

go to the buyer when the goods are picked up; and upon delivery, when the buyer receives the goods. 

 

PAYMENT, RESERVATION OF PROPRIETARY RIGHTS:  

Payment should be made immediately upon delivery without deductions, including possible applicable sales tax. 

Delay of payment will be charged 1% interest for delay per month; necessary reminder fees and collection costs 

are borne by the buyer. The goods remain our property until full payment of the item, the transport and other 

expenses are made The goods are fully paid only when we receive the payment. Prior to full payment of goods, 

the goods may not be sold, hired, pledged or otherwise be given to third parties unless we have given our 

written consent. The buyer shall indicate to the third party of our proprietary rights when they intend to use our 

products. If the email address of the buyer is provided, we will send the bill per email. 

 

WARRANTY:  

The buyer must inspect the goods immediately upon delivery and any defects must be immediately notified to 

us. Otherwise the goods are deemed as being approved. This provision does not apply to consumers according 

to the consumer protection act. Transportation damage and/or missing items are to be immediately noted during 

reception of items in the presence of the contractor, directly on the delivery receipt and shipping receipt and a 

copy must be transmitted to JUST Leitern AG. The return or replacement of items of custom or special solutions 

in accordance with customer wishes is not possible. Returns will not be accepted, if our consent has not been 

granted beforehand.  

 

GENERAL:  

We solely conclude from our GTC. Any conditions of purchase of the customer or from other deviating 

agreements are only effective when we have confirmed this in writing on our company forms. Place of execution 

is Zeiselmauer or the location of the delivering office and the jurisdiction is the relevant court for Vienna, Inner 

city, as permitted by § 14 of the consumer protection act. 

 

Austrian law applies exclusively to the rules of the conflict of laws and the UN sales convention. 

 

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/interest.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/for.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/delay.html

